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FROM THE EDITOR:
As editor of The Survivor I am always on the lookout for topics as
potential articles for the publication. I learn much by regularly
attending the Sierra Club Desert Committee meetings. Deirdre
Cerkanowicz does a terrific job of posting desert subjects on the
Desert Survivors Facebook page. I also pick up info from our
conversation group Geoglyph. Members of our organization will
often send me topics too.
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Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing,
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.
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I recently heard from long-time Desert Survivor and physicist
Len Finegold about data from NASA’s Aqua satellite, that studies
the Earth’s water cycle. In a 2014 issue of The Survivor, Mr. Finegold wrote that the satellite discovered the hottest land surface
temperatures on Earth in the Lut Desert in Iran. In July 2005, a
surface temperature of 159°F was recorded. Mr. Finegold speculated that air temperatures in the Lut Desert might exceed those
in Death Valley, which holds the record for the world’s highest
(air) temperature reading of 134°F in July 1913. He even made
a tongue-in-cheek suggestion to set up weather stations in various surface-temperature hot spots to try and break Death Valley’s
record. As it turns out, the data from the satellite was incorrectly
analyzed, and new estimates show the land surface temperatures
to be substantially higher! In 2018, the satellite recorded a 177°F
in the Lut Desert. Ouch! Iranian meteorologists have yet to set
up a weather station there, but it begs to get one.

Scientists say the Lut Desert of Iran is even hotter than first thought.

At the most recent Sierra Club Desert Committee meeting I
learned of an odd problem for the managers of the Mojave
National Preserve and the Mojave Road. The Mojave Road is
a historic route that runs from the Colorado River to the Mojave River near Barstow. The road was first a foot path by Native Americans. Later Europeans and Americans adopted the
route, turning it into a wagon road and today a Jeep road. It is
a popular route for 4-wheelers. There is a place along the road
called “The Mail Box” that features a trail register. There are also
some odd items at the site—a cache of bottled water, an American flag and a street sign that reads “Old Mojave Road.” What I
learned at the Sierra Club meeting was that just a few yards away,
hidden from view, are shrine-like collections of toy trucks, frog
figurines and troll knick knacks spread upon the desert ground.
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Some of what I learn would make great articles if I could find
a volunteer to write them. Others probably do not warrant an
article but are interesting notions nevertheless. Here are a few:

Frog figurine cluttter in the Mojave Preserve.

While all this looks to be in good humor it runs smack up against
the notion that this is a wilderness. The Mojave Preserve rangers
who spoke at the Sierra Club meeting are determined to remove
the bric-a-brac before it becomes “historic”. It should be gone
by now.
The other day I visited the Cadiz Inc. website. Cadiz is a publicly
traded corporation that for the past 30+ years has been trying to
build a pipeline across the desert to sell water pumped from a
Mojave aquifer to cities in Southern California. Recent California legislation requiring environmental review has pretty much
put the kibosh on the pipeline plan, yet Cadiz has come up with
another scheme to profit from and deplete this water resource
from one of the driest places on earth. Recently they proudly
announced that a trial crop of “industrial hemp” was successfully grown on their “open-air, desert-environment farm” and
they will plant up to 1,280 acres in 2020. Considering that crops
grown in the desert require about 6-acre feet of water per acre
of plants, over 7,000 acre feet of Mojave water will be needed
for this harvest. This massive pumping will certainly lower the
groundwater table, threatening desert flora and springs wild animals depended on. There is much financial speculation in hemp
production these days. I hope against hope that market goes
sour and Cadiz’s marijuana business goes bust.
There are more desert topics I would love to publish articles
about. If you are interested in any of these ideas or you have
subjects of your own, please email me.
Nicholas Blake
Cover photo: Basking in the sun at 14,242 foot elevation; Deb Snyder and
Michelle Bashin at the summit station on White Mountain Peak during the
Desert Survivors “Return to Crooked Creek Station” trip, September 2019.
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Normally on this page for the Spring issue of The Survivor we
would feature a promotion for Desert Survivors annual membership renewal campaign. Of course these are not normal
times and considering the dangers of the Corona virus epidemic
and our interest in the well-being of Desert Survivors members,
the board of directors has decided to suspend remaining Spring
2020 trips and events, and put plans for future group activities
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campaign.
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We thank you for your understanding during this crisis. Good
health, and happy deserts to all.
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Stacy Goss gives an outdoor baking demonstration using a Dutch Oven
at the “Camping Contessa: Cooking Workshop”, September 2019.
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Left photo: The Panamint Valley
and what might be ground zero of
a new California mining boom.
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Below photo: Evaporation ponds
at the Salar de Atacama lithium
mines in Chile cover thousand
of acres of lakebed. This could
soon be a common sight in the
American west.

The Age
of Lithium
Standing at the dawn of an era that promises to
save the planet, yet destroy the environment.

Benjamin Franklin was the first person to use the word battery to
describe multiple Leyden Jars as an analogy to a “battery of cannons” a military term and for a group of weapons functioning together. Early batteries were of great value for experimental purposes but their voltage was erratic. In 1836, John Frederic Daniell
invented a wet cell version which became the first reliable battery,
and most notably was used as a power source for early telegraph
networks.
Wet cell batteries were prone to leakage and spillage, and were also
fragile and potentially dangerous. Near the end of the 19th century
dry cell batteries, replaced the liquid in wet cells with paste. This
innovation expanded electricity uses and made portable devices,
such as flashlights and radios.
20th Century engineers worked to improve the efficiency and practicality of dry cell batteries. In the 1980’s the first stable and rechargeable lithium-ion battery was created by Asahi Chemical in
Japan. The resulting battery was lightweight, had a high-charge
density and could be easily recharged. The lithium-ion battery
is a key component in today’s proliferation of portable electronic
devices—laptop computers, cell phones, etc.—and electric motor
vehicles.
Today’s engineers are devloping massive utility-scale lithium ion
batteries to store energy from solar arrays and wind farms for sale
when soar and wind energy are not available. Virtually all viable
plans for reducing climate changing carbon-dioxide emissions
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by Marc Eldridge

BLM depiction of drilling an exploratory hole in the Panamint Valley.

involve switching to renewable sources for generating electricity
with battery storage a key component. The lithium-ion battery is
the best available storage technology at this time, and projected demand for lithium far outstrips current production.
Lithium is a chemical element (symbol Li and atomic number 3)
and is the lightest solid element. It never occurs naturally as an element, only in minerals such as spodumene. Due to its solubility as
an ion it is present in ocean water and is commonly found in brines.
Lithium was originally extracted from hard rock. This method has
proven more expensive than pumping brine to the surface, evaporating the mixture and extracting the element. The majority of the
world’s lithium production comes from brine extraction from salt
flats in the Andes region of South America and China.
With the current and projected high-demand for lithium, mining
companies are searching for new sources of the metal—they are focusing attention on the salt flats and dry lakes of the United States.

Images: Wikipedia

Images: Wikipedia
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In February 2020 Tesla and PG&E announced a 730 megawatt
battery backup for the Moss Landing electrical
generation plant.

Above photos:
Englishman John
Fredrick Daniell and
his wet cell battery.
This reliable electricity source made
possible the practical
implementation of the
telegraph.

Photo: Tesla

Above photos:
Benjamin Franklin
and his “battery” of
Leyden Jars.

A Tesla 80MW utility-scale lithium-ion battery substation in Mira Loma, California.

Recently the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) gave the
Australian company Battery Mineral Resources the go ahead to
drill four exploratory wells in the dry lakebed of the Panamint Valley to determine if recoverable amounts of lithium are present in
its brine.
Lithium brine recovery is a straightforward but lengthy process
which can take from months to years to complete. Drilling is required to access the underground deposits, the salty liquid is then
pumped to the surface and poured into evaporation ponds. The
brine solution remains in the ponds until most of the water is evaporated and there is a high concentration of lithium-chloride in the
solution. It is then pumped to an extraction plant where unwanted
elements are removed and the lithium concentrate is treated with
sodium carbonate that ultimately results in a lithium carbonate
powder. This powder is sold on the lithium market.
Unfortunately if the exploratory wells find commercially viable
lithium and mines are established in the Panamint Valley, the
brine evaporation ponds would cover quite a large area of the
valley, forever destroying the natural beauty of this mostly pristine desert place. The extraction process also requires tremendous amounts of water: approximately 500,000 gallons of water is
needed to produce one ton of lithium. The Panamint Valley is a
desert. What little water there is is crucial for the well-being of
wildlife and its human residents—foremost the Haüttantsi of

Indian Ranch. It is not clear exactly where a Panamint lithium
mine would get its water, but it will have to come from pumping
ground water or diverting runoff from the few nearby streams.
The Salar de Atacama lithium mining activities in Chile consume
65% of the regions water—with a big negative impact on farmers,
as well as on the region’s biodiversity. In the Bolivian saltpan Salar
de Uyuni, chemicals leaked from lithium evaporation ponds have
made their way into the area’s water table.
Drawing down the aquifer under the Panamint Valley could endanger the entire flora and fauna of the ecosystem, most notably
Nelson’s big horn sheep, desert tortoises and the Panamint alligator
lizard. Cross contamination may occur between the brine deposits
and freshwater sources. Pollution from the extraction process is
also an ever-present danger to the environment.
A real conundrum exists between our need for weaning ourselves
from fossil fuels and the environmental impacts of converting to
carbon-free electrical power from mining and using lithium. At
present lithium-ion batteries are the best choice for electrical storage. Research is ongoing to find other viable options. As yet, none
has emerged to replace lithium as the crucial component for efficient batteries. With the current political climate favored on mineral extraction, the destruction of the Panamint Valley and dozens
of similar salt flats in the American west may be inevitable.
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The Kumiva Playa.

Seldom Seen, Seldom Visited
From Lovelock to Gerlach via the Playa
by David Oline

dailymail.co.uk

If you’ve ever heard of the Seven Troughs Range before, I bet you
it was back in December of 2013, when it actually made national
news headlines. A family of six from Lovelock was out for a Sunday
drive in their Jeep along the old mining roads of the Seven Troughs
Range. The area is well-known among locals for some adventurous
roads, including one that climbs an unlikely pass to connect a few
ghost towns and make an interesting loop. Being December, there
was some recent snow cover, and in an unlucky moment their Jeep
slid off the road and quickly became hopelessly stuck. So there
they were, with four children, including a three year old, forced
to spend a night huddled together just as a cold spell hit, bringing
the temperature to below zero. Though their failure to return was
noticed and a search initiated, they weren’t found immediately so
they ended up spending a second night out as well. In order to keep
themselves warm, they began burning their tires to heat rocks that
would hold and slowly radiate their warmth.

The missing family story covered by the London Daily Mail in 2013.
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The story had a happy ending, though, as they were all found the
next day, after being initially spotted from the air, and suffered
from little more than dehydration and exposure. Unlike the Stolpas family, they were locals who knew the area and were prepared,
and unlike the lost Germans of Death Valley (and so many others
all over the desert) they kept their heads and made good decisions.
The peril of little kids lost out in the freezing cold made excellent
fodder for emotion-laden feature stories on local news channels.

I saw these stories, too, and of course the first thing I did was look
up exactly where the Seven Troughs range is, and look at all the
various old mining roads and jeep tracks—of which there are
many—to get a sense of where this all occurred. Thus was born the
idea for this trip—particularly when I considered that the range is
not only seldom visited, but seldom even seen. It lies in the middle
of a big empty triangle between Highway 80 and Gerlach, an area I
had never been to before. If you travel along I-80, the parallel Trinity range blocks your view; if you are heading north to Gerlach on
447, the Sahwave and Selenite ranges block your view, and from
the Black Rock a series of smaller low ranges do the same.

Photo: Flickr Creative Commons

Seven Troughs, Nevada in the 1910’s.

Half of Tunnel Camp’s structures were destroyed by the flood in 1912.

What could be better than to lead a trip into a range few have even
seen? Actually, adding a campout on Kumiva Playa, investigating
the granite outcrops of the Lava Beds, and finishing off with a dip
in Trego Hot Springs would be better. So that’s what we did. I don’t
think I was really serious when I said the limit for this trip would
be seven vehicles—but hey, that’s exactly how many showed up.
Seven Troughs Peak is somewhere between 7300-7400 feet (each
map said something different, as did the USGS summit marker.) It
is capped by a large block of basalt with a stand of junipers growing atop what is otherwise a treeless range. For the purist, Seven
Troughs Peak is not the highest point in the range: the fancifully
named Seven Troughs Range High Point is a few hundred feet
higher and a few miles north, but rather inaccessible compared to
the short 1.9 miles from the nearest point on the jeep road to Seven
Troughs Peak. How hard could it be? 1700 feet in 1.9 miles is steep,
but we had all day.
It did end up taking all day, and almost more—such a hike can
actually be quite hard. From our meeting point in Lovelock we had
about 20 miles of pavement before turning onto a good gravel road
(the pavement continued on towards a mine, as all good roads in
Nevada do). We stopped briefly at Tunnel Camp, a ghost town at
the base of the range, to explore the cemetery memorializing the
victims of the 1912 flood. This deluge came roaring down Seven
Troughs Canyon and through town, killing 13 people. Hard to
imagine this on a hot day on the bajada with little other than rocks
and sagebrush around. Someone had fairly recently placed flowers
throughout the cemetery—plastic of course, hopefully to last longer than real ones in the bleaching sun and dry heat.

Having three jeeps on the trip was perfect. We carpooled to
take a minimum number of vehicles up the old mining road towards our takeoff point. Early on there was a tricky creek crossing,
with a rocky drop and then a rocky climb out the other side. Having carefully guided each other through the streambed, we thought
the rest would be easy—until we got to “The Pit.” In a mining district, pits are common and expected, just not in the road. It looked
like someone decided to prospect right in the middle of the road,
didn’t find anything, and then left a five foot deep hole. Getting
past this excavation took some nerve, as we had to ride our right
wheels high on the upslope so our left ones missed “The Pit.” With
just enough room, we squeaked by. It did make us nervous knowing that we would have to get by a second time on the way out.

Photo: David Oline

Left photos: Nevada Historical Society

Tunnel Camp cemetary and wooden cross markers of the flood victims.

A pit in the middle of the road made for dicey travel.

We found just enough room to leave the cars on a tiny flat section
atop a ridge where the road switched back. Immediately steep, with
loose rocks, our hike quickly became a challenge as we climbed
through a series of rock layers until we reached the basalt cap of
the range. Towards the end was a long section along a narrow ridge
where we had to weave through basalt towers much of the way. On
top, it was the Great Basin at its finest—views of range after range,
valley after valley receding in all directions to the horizon, and we
could identify the Seven Troughs Range High Point a few miles to
the north. Below us, we saw the old mining areas, with roads, pits,
buildings, and ruins. To the south we could also make out the huge
pits and piles of the Rochester Mine, the largest employer in Pershing County. We could also see Kumiva Playa, where we would
ultimately camp that night, and some of the rock formations of the
Lava Beds, our second camp.
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The trip-goer’s camp out on the dry lake.

No problems getting past “The Pit” on our way back, but a big
problem for one of my tires after missing a turn in a bad, trip
leader moment. During the turnaround, I drove over a metal rod
that was used to tie a guy line to hold up a fence ringing another
deep pit. Who leaves metal bars sticking out of the side of the
road? Old miners, I guess. After a hike that took much longer
than I had expected, the delay of changing a tire was not what we
needed, but with some help it went quickly. However, we ran out
of time to explore the town site of Tunnel Camp to try to make
camp before dark.
The aptly named town’s purpose was to house workers who
would dig up into the existing mine tunnels from below, in order
to drain water that seeped in and hampered operations. However, their alignment was off and they missed. Soon water began to
leak into the new tunnel, and the project was abandoned in 1934.

Photo: Alexis Chen

We did stop briefly at Porter Spring, an oasis with trees, a large
waterhole, the remnants of an old stamp mill, and importantly,
an outhouse. Burros came to drink while we explored the site.
We were surprised by the interpretive signs and picnic table we
found here, given how far it is from paved roads in any direction. Continuing on, we drove onto Kumiva Playa right at dusk,
where we spread out and made camp quickly. In the morning,
we took a walk across the playa, heading for the north side
where I had seen water pooling several weeks earlier. There was
none to be found that day. The Desert Trail crossed the playa
here, so we can say we hiked a short section of it. Though not

Watching the man change a flat tire.
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Atop Seven Throughs Mt., or is Seven Troughs Mt. the next peak over?

nearly as large as the Black Rock, Kumiva playa is just as clean
and pure, about 10 square miles of flat ground with nothing but
dry mud cracks—no roads going across it, no art festivals, just
sun, sky, and empty ground.
From the playa we headed north across roads that got narrower,
softer, and more rutted, towards the Lava Beds Camp, at Eagle
Rock Spring. Here we had a flowing creek, a hantavirus-infested hunters cabin with posters of UFOs, and a gorgeous view of
granitic (no, not lava) rock outcrops. With grassy microvalleys
between enormous boulders, it made an inviting parkland. We
scrambled up to wander on a small plateau. The area is really
quite unique, and reminiscent of Joshua Tree, with large rounded
boulders poking up individually or in larger outcrops. There’s a
menagerie of named features, including Eagle Head right above
the spring near our camp, Turtle Rock, Sheep Head Rock, and the
Elephant’s Head, most of which I think we identified.
The next morning, we continued north, exiting the empty triangle on the southern edge of the Black Rock playa. There we
turned west for a stop at Trego Hot Springs. If there’s a hot springs
nearby, it’s always a good way to end the trip. Today this one
was not too hot with a bright blue sky with rows of puffy clouds
moving overhead. Though Trego can be crowded with long-term
campers, we saw only a few other people. It is quite a beautiful
spot with surprisingly large and very swimmable pools, a true
oasis on the edge of the playa.
What I hadn’t realized until we got to Trego and saw other people, was that in the past two days, since leaving the ghost town in
the Seven Troughs, we had seen no one else except a lone distant
vehicle driving on the Kumiva playa. Despite some pretty substantial and well-maintained roads, developed recreation sites,
and road signs, there had been no one elese on the entire trip.
There are no real places out here, it’s not a shortcut to anywhere
(how many people need a shortcut from Lovelock to Gerlach,
anyways?), it’s just sort of out there. Even with what I think is
pretty amazing diversity, from rocky 7000-foot mountain ranges
topped with junipers, ghost towns, shady oases, open dry playas,
a secret fantasyland boulder garden, and a hot springs, the emptiness, the true isolation, is the most amazing feature here. Seldom
seen, seldom visited.

by Craig King

In the extremely unlikely event that you are bitten by a Gila monster, you will be very, very sorry, and unhappy as well if you didn’t
read to the end of this article—especially the part about how to
get the critter to let go.
Several brave Desert Survivors learned all about the dangers of
“Venomous Desert Creatures” at a four-hour seminar held at the
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum. We learned fascinating information about rattlesnakes, scorpions and spiders—but nothing
compared to the revelations about the Gila monster.

Wikimedia Commons

Our instructor brought deep knowledge about how to handle
menacing creatures from personal experience as a retired 30-year
veteran San Diego police officer. His hobby studying venomous
creatures, which he wished had been his paid career, was rooted
in his college research on neurotoxins. There is more similarity
than one might expect in the seemingly disparate realms of urban
crime and desert wildlife hazards. Toxic encounters with twolegged criminals, Gila monsters and rattlesnakes typically involve
the same culprits and victims, i.e., young, and often inebriated
males.

Gila monsters make scary horror show villains.

Photo: Animalspot.net

Photo: Animalspot.net

Important Gila Monster facts:
• They are very fat lizards. This can be readily observed by looking
at them.
• A group of these lizards is called a lounge. They are the proverbial lounge lizards.
• They inhabit thickets, cracks and crevices in rocks. So don’t
stick your hands or face in there looking for them.
• They move slowly, except when you try to pick one up and
they spin around in a microsecond to bite you.
• They eat eggs, hatchlings and other small, defenseless creatures.
• They have lots of very sharp, needle-like teeth to deliver
venom from their saliva into your tissues.
• When they bite, they don’t let go. For fifteen minutes. An
eternity, especially when you realize that their venom is flowing
the whole time.
• The pain from their venom has been likened to lava flowing
through your veins.

If you get bitten:
• You obviously didn’t read the part about how quickly they bite.
You were drinking and showing-off too. Then you did something
dumb like pick one up. Grow up.
• You need to get it off your limb asap. This removal experience
will be very memorable and not fun.
What to do:
1. Force open its jaws with a stick. Unfortunately, they have strong
jaws and sturdy sticks may not be readily available. So hopefully
you’ve got a pen. Don’t continue to use the pen afterwards if it
has teeth embedded in it.
2. If #1 doesn’t work, light a match under its jaw. But you didn’t
think to bring a match on a desert hike, did you?
3. Dunk its head under water. OK, you’re in the desert and where
are you going to find that much water? And did you remember
to bring a bucket on your hike?
4. Grab its tail and yank really hard. Yes, this action will take your
flesh off and will hurt really, really bad.
5. You will not die, but you may suffer necrotic tissue damage.
Get to a doctor right away. Apologize for your youthful
indiscretion.
While there are plenty of Gila monsters in select desert environments, you would be lucky to ever see one. A unique and beautiful desert inhabitant, they are nocturnal creatures, mostly moving
unseen between rocks. Look, but don’t touch.
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SURROUNDED BY THE LIGHT

The view from atop White Mountain Peak.

Photo: Summitpost.org

by Cathy Luchetti
The White Mountain Peak is third highest
in California, only a few hundred feet lower than Mt Whitney, and the highest peak
outside of the Sierra Nevada. The hike is
tough but doable, and meanders through
the White Mountains Wilderness section
of Inyo National Forest: a rugged, beautiful mountain desert, tucked into the rain
shadow of the Sierra Nevada whose summit
offers sweeping 360-degree views from the
Eastern Sierras to Nevada.
Hikers may call this the easiest of the
14,000-ers, but the mountain threatens with
the same challenges as any other peak in the
high Sierra, including extreme weather and
altitude sickness.
Hiking it can be either a rough summit day,
or a rough summit day with steak for dinner at the nearby Crooked Creek research
station, prepared by chef Tim Forsell who
thankfully had to serve up all the delicacies
of his freezer to prepare for winter. Enjoying
the best of both worlds, Desert Survivors, led
by Charlene Daniels and Mike Wells, met on
September 26-29, 2019 to enjoy high altitude,
crisp air, and rippling colors of the changing
aspen cresting the hills surrounding the sta-

tion. Threats of snow turned to promise,
blocking the passes for the return home. Yet
after three days of hearty dining we could
have rolled home.
The White Mountain Research Station occasionally opens up to groups between the
meetings of geophysicists and geologists,
following its stated goal of hosting field biology and geology classes and seminars, as
well as contributing to high altitude experiments at the Barcroft Station. The site huddles just beneath the crest of the mountain
peak, with the mysterious Wyman Canyon
to the east, Silver Canyon to the west and
a bristling, twisted, wind ravaged grove of
Bristlecone Pines at Schulman Grove, showing every bit of their estimated 4600 years.
This measure was established by Professor
E. Schulman, Laboratory of Tree Ring Research, in 1953. Like everything else, the
trees are even older today.
Magnificent skies and sweeping views accompanied each turn and twist of the
gravel road. The constant steep ascent
brought mechanical groans from some
cars—my car—and helped everyone decide not to drive anywhere on the following days. Instead, the group split: part to
the “peak”, the rest to the “other peak”,

the 11300-ft. Bianca Peak, touted as an easy.
little day jaunt after which we rejected both
“easy” and “little” to settle for fiercely-uphill-for-some-hours to a summit so steep
and rubble covered that only three—Charlene, Mark and Esperanza—could bag it
while others chose to slide down, not walk
Back at the station, sturdy wood dorms and
cabins welcomed us. Showers were hot and
Tim’s cooking outstanding. The design of
the buildings, much like a rancho, included
two cedar log buildings that were once the
actual Starlight Bar and Grill in Los Angeles, before being dismantled and trucked to
Bishop, and used as the foundation buildings for the Crooked Creek facilities. The
warm welcome of the dining room feels very
“bar and grill.” The amenities of internet,
computer room, and bunks to sleep 40 were
a luxury touch not often experienced on a
Desert Survivors trip.
We enjoyed a slide and science presentation
from David Lee, informing us about Australian petroglyphs and parallels between early
glyphs and carvings in different countries,
different sites. The days whizzed by, the sun
cut through with magnificent clarity, bathing WhiteMountain with white light. A true
experience.

Photo: N. Blake

Bristlecone pine

Happy to have made it to the
top.
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Wildfire Mitigation
Plan for the
Great Basin to
be Massive Land
Disturbance

remove fuel to help limit wildfire spread.
Removing the sagebrush canopy will likely
increase the spread of non-native grasses,
requiring mitigation to check their build up.
The BLM also proposes managed livestock
grazing along the mowed areas to remove this
sort of vegetation.

3. Green Strips is where cheatgrass would be
removed and replaced by non-native plants,
that retain moisture and remain green later in
the season—most likely forage kochia (Bassia
prostrata.) There are instances where spreading wildfires were halted when they reached
stands of forage kochia. The plant tolerates
drought and seems to thrive in poor-quality
by Nicholas Blake
soils damaged by wildfires and overgrazing;
however many land managers and environBetween 2009 and 2018, over 13.5 million mentalist are reluctant to use the plant as it
acres of the Great Basin have burned in wild- may have unintended consequences.
fires, including over a half-dozen massive
blazes charring over 100,000 acres each. The
fires are terrifying to people and devastating
to the sagebrush environment. The ever-increasing intensity of these conflagrations can
mostly be attributed to human activity. Global warming from CO2 emissions has brought
longer and hotter fire seasons every year. The
proliferation of non-native plants in the area—
especially cheatgrass, which pushes out native grasses and turns tinder dry, is also much
to blame. Cheatgrass now dominates more
than half of the ground in the Great Basin.
In an attempt to do something about the rise
in frequency and ferocity of rangeland fires
in the Great Basin Area, the Boise, ID office
of BLM has called for the construction of
fire fuel breaks along 11,000 miles of roads
in six western states. The plan would establish 500-foot wide fuel breaks along existing
roads and right-of-ways that would remove
vegetation from up to 1,088,000 acres of
rangeland. If this proposal were to be implemented it would be the largest single landdisturbance project in the history of the BLM.
The plan calls for three types of fuel breaks:
1. Brown Strips along highly traveled roadways, would remove all vegetation from either side of the road, by mechanical means
and herbicides. This sort of break leaves
a corridor devoid of fuel for a fire to burn
and also requires an extensive (probably annual) maintenance to keep the ground clear.
2. Mowed Fuel Breaks & Targeted Grazing Areas along remote roads and right of ways. This
method would mow the tops of sagebrush to

the project will have its intended impact.
To begin with there is a question whether the
fuel breaks will even work. Big fires are associated with high winds and with a high wind
a 500-foot fuel break is not much of a barrier. Embers can be carried by the wind far
ahead of the fire front, sometimes a half-mile
to a mile ahead of the blaze, setting new fires
along the way.
There is concern about properly funding the
project. In recent years “small-government”
forces have successfuly reduced the budget of
agencies like the BLM. There is real fear that
the agency will have to pull money earmarked
for range management to construct the firebreak. The high costs of maintaining the fuel
break once it is built must also be taken into
account. The Brown Strips along highways
will have to be restored regularly as
its bare soil is extremely susceptible
cheatgrass colonization—turning an
area designed for fire suppression
into a potential fire source itself.
Some environmentalists suspect
that the project is a Trojan Horse for
the greater opening of public lands
to the livestock industry. For years
ranchers have wanted to do away
with seasonal grazing restrictions in
the Great Basin. The plan calls for
“Targeted Grazing Areas” to maintain the firebreaks; which is dubious
at face value since the cattle will not
restrict themselves to only eat on the
fuel break strip and will certainly
graze onto the greater range eating
everything in sight.
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect
of the proposal is its structure to
deliberately circumvent the National Environmental Policy Act. The agency labels the
document a “Programmatic EIS” with the
purpose of “streamlining” site-specific projects. In actuality it short-cuts protections of
public lands, and allows the BLM to manage
the range more freely for the benifit of livestock and mineral extraction interests. The
document plan contains virtually no specific
analysis for its proposed actions. It sets up
a framework to avoid site-specific analysis of
its implementation, and makes precedence of
exemptions for future environmental review.
This plan is an undisguised attack on the laws
and practices that protect our public lands.
No doubt, this project is destined for litigation. Stay tuned.

Over 350,000 square miles of the American west.

The BLM estimated the cost to construct the
fuel breaks in 2017 dollars at $55 million to
$190 million. In February 2020, the agency
released its Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (EIS) for constructing
the fuel breaks. It advanced four alternative
plans: One would be a no-action plan, the
other three would create of fire breaks of different scales. The alternative with the largest
environmental impact is the “Preferred Plan”
of the agency.
Reaction from the environmental community
has been uniformly negative. 11,000 miles of
500-foot wide disturbance is a lot of tampering
with the range. Most, criticisms have focused
on the lack of scientific analysis of whether
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From San Francisco
to Denio Junction
by Robin Rome
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by Martina Konietzny
With a hush and a whisper, the first summer solstice
without my husband had passed. Silently and sweetly
the season was taking it’s last breaths. Remembering
Ishmeal in Moby Dick I was ready to knock everybody’s
hat off, so it was time to go to the desert. Finding a lovely
carpooler to embark on another Desert Survivor adventure with me proved easy this time as Robin was willing
to join me and even offered to drive her car.
I was dreaming of solitude. A fresh tepid water pool
with grass growing in a circle and an eternally running
artesian shower in a rugged bathhouse, a few lone cottonwoods, standing tall and rattling their leaves with
excitement below the deep azure heavens. The dragonflies, orange and oversized investigating the dry grasses.
I imagined using my red Chinese paper umbrella for
shade as I lay quietly in the green water thinking. And
in the night, the dome of the sky would be so large, that
planet earth would seem no larger than a dot on the i.
However getting to Denio Junction on the Oregon/Nevad border was no easy feat. We drove more than 12
hours all through the night with interruptions of a flat
tire and the desperate attempt to find an open tire repair place shortly before closing time. The sunset was so
golden that we could hardly see where we were going.
We met an angel who rode on a bicycle in front of us to
show us different places in town. We were in Fairfield,
only 32 miles outside of Berkeley! On the side of the
road I noticed down-and-out, sad looking people. Were
they visitors and family members of the incarcerated at
the nearby Juvenile Correctional Institute?
After midnight east of Winnemucca we noticed that we
were going in the wrong direction: “Battle Mountain” a
sign read. We had continued on I-80 when we should
have headed north in Winnemucca on Highway 95 and
then taken Highway 140 to Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge. The gas station attendant greeted us with
a friendly good morning. “Good morning”, I uttered,
thinking how dare you, we have not seen a bed yet! I
was dreaming of the motel room I had reserved through
“Bud” the motel owner of Denio Junction, who promised to leave the door open, room number four, second
floor and the key inside. I told him we might arrive as
late as 1:00 am.
In Battle Mountain, the gas attendant lady with the
clean, nicely trimmed and scrubbed fingernails showed
us on a map that we needed to turn around and go back
to Winnemucca, a mere 100-mile detour. All this after a
after a long week of work!

We were exhausted when we realized that we needed gas
and why we hadn’t gassed up with the lovely attendant
was a riddle to both of us. But now, here in the middle of
nowhere, we pulled into a lone station with two pumps.
We were far out in the country. It is deserted, with a new
moon sky—meaning no moon—when suddenly two
huge pick-up trucks at pulled off the road and parked
threateningly close to our VW. “Wow”, I screamed, and
hunkered down, hoping they might think the other person was a man, but they had already seen her.
We stopped pumping then and there, and sped away
from this scene, suspecting the guys would follow us but
luckily they did not. Thirty minutes later I received a
text from my credit card company (and since I was not
driving and the satellites were bringing us in and out of
wifi) asking me if I had just gassed up for $150?
Noooo, I had not! That is what they were up to. They were
CREDIT CARD THIEVES! I could not call my credit
card company, as we were determined to reach our motel room in Denio Junction. At 6:15 am we arrived, but
room number four was locked. Robin plopped into the
back seat of her car to sleep and I grabbed my mat and
red cashmere blanket and laid down on a bench in front
of the restaurant. As soon as I drifted into a momentary deep sleep, with vivid colorful dreams, hundreds of
birds started chirping in a lone Pappelbaum (German for
Poplar tree.) In the distance I coud hear coyotes howling
away the night and a stray dog came up to me and tried
to snuggle up. Just when I tried to hush him away, the
leathery wing of a speedily flying bat flicked my nose tip.
Then when I opened my eyes from that small shock, I
discover a sheep staring at me!
Soon I heard voices and my fellow
Desert Survivors
started gathering
around a nearby
table and chairs
with maps and hot
steaming coffee,
not even noticing
me or paying any
attention to a gray
haired
woman
who was sleeping
on the street.

Photo: David Oline
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THE BEGINING TO
“THE END OF OREGON”

I got up, bought
some coffee and
Martina Konietzny
without the group
even becoming aware of me, sat next to them. There
began the adventure of an exploratory trip through the
end of Oregon—where the wild mustangs roam amid
glittery obsidian and unpolished opal, and where the
shooting stars and the night sky is as magical as the fairy
dust of a princess.
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Desert Surviviors atop the “Oregon End Table”.

END OF OREGON CAR CAMP
by Kim Marcus
It was a hot, cloudless morning that greeted the 13 Desert Survivors gathered at Denio Junction, Nev., in northern Humboldt
County, for a Labor Day weekend excursion billed as the “End of
Oregon Car Camp,” organized by trip leader David Oline. But the
piercing rays of the quickly rising sun were just the outward sign
of more serious exigencies. The roads on much of our planned
route were rutted with grass in the middle tall enough to scrape
the undersides of even the highest clearance vehicle and potentially ignite. With the fire danger extreme, travel had been officially
banned on the backcountry roads in south central Oregon.
We were ensconced in some of the most desolate country of the
intermountain west—the high desert of Harney County, Oregon—and the mirror terrain to the south in Nevada, centered
on the Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge. So this would still be an
end of Oregon trip, just with more time spent on the Nevada side
of the border. Thus “the end” for us would be mostly at the beginning of the trip, and it proved a fitting metaphor—evocative of a
state of mind that largely left the trappings of our decaying civilization behind as we traversed a land of remote volcanic tablelands,
mountainous horizons and surprising wetland habitats.
We gassed up and drove west on Hwy 140, leaving its pavement
near Bog Hot Springs. The goal this first day was the Oregon End
Table, seven miles north-northwest of the springs as the crow flies.
After traveling over two dirt roads, we parked and began hiking
north across a bench filled with small broken volcanic chunks,
Purshia tridentata, sagebrush and dried grasses. There was little
flowering after the long, hot, dry summer, and we picked our way
through volcanic rubble and alluvium while ascending 450 feet to
the rim that formed the southern edge of the End Table, at 5,200’.
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The sun grew strong, the solar radiation from the jagged, black
lavas was intense, and the temperature surged past 90°. Fortunately, a gentle breeze provided some relief, though intermittent
at first, and shade was virtually nonexistent. High desert hiking
at its purest.
Once on top, we scrambled among the rockworks and enjoyed the
view south to the Pine Forest Range, longingly talking of its relic
alpine forests and high altitude lakes, before pushing on farther
north across the table to an outcropping of even darker substrates
overlooking the upper reaches of the Bog Springs drainage. A
solitary ranch spread out on the vale about 700 feet below. To the
east and extending northward, the Pueblo Mountains rose sharply,
with hints of pinyons and junipers.
After lunch, we turned back south in the direction of the initial
rim ascent. Soon we crossed a small playa of cracked mud dried to
the consistency of talc, interspersed with a geometric array of dark
volcanic gravels, no doubt partially formed through frost heave.
The playa’s starkness was
ethereal, if extreme in its
austerity.
We made it back to the
cars, and to Hwy 140, and
headed west to the large
Virgin Valley hot springs
pool in the Sheldon. After the morning heat and
dust, its warm, refreshing
waters came as a soothing
relief. Many lingered and
then showered, seduced
by its artesian magic.
Right photo: Brent Briggs found
this beautiful spear tip.

Except where noted, all photos by David Oline

A Labor Day venture to a dramatic
volcanic landscape filled with
surprises and wide-open spaces.

defile. Pools of water gathered at the base of the
shear rhyolite cliffs, thick with reeds and aquatics plants, as frogs occasionally croaked. After an
hour or so, our course was blocked by impenetrable
thickets of wild rose, in flower but also in full thorn.

Trekking across dried mud flats on the Oregon End Table.

That night we made camp next to Big Spring Reservoir. (All camping in the Sheldon is limited to designated sites.) No facilities save
for a pit toilet latrine and turnouts—but no neighbors, either, except for the waterfowl squawking in the muddy remains of the
shallow, ephemeral expanse.

We drove back to Virgin Valley and attempted
a reverse route engineering into the inner gorge
with a descent down the drainage, again passing
by impressive pools of water, with some flow in
between. The views of the cliffs were breathtaking. Their burnished hues were reminiscent of the
Colorado Plateau. Raptors soared overhead, and we
pushed forward, hard by the cliff face to keep out
of the thickets but also to catch our breath in the
shade, until a massive jumble of rocks choked the
gorge and made forward progress problematic. We
turned around and headed back, jumping over narrow flowing channels. The contrasts were sublime—rock and sky,
water and high desert, sunlight and shade. A warm breeze blew as
we soaked in the oasis of the Virgin Valley pool once again before
heading back to camp at Big Spring.

As twilight darkened, the sliver of a crescent moon shone in the
west with an evening planet. The Milky Way soon arced overhead
in this dark sky sanctuary as coyotes yipped in the distance. Meteorites streaked by Cassiopeia and Vega. The temperature dropped
rapidly in the calm night: a reading of 88° at 5:00 p.m. fell to 35°
before sunrise.

Photo: Woods Wheatcroft - Wildnevada

The morning brought the thud, thud, thud of a lone wild horse
galloping across the dry reservoir bed, just beyond our campsites made for a rousing morning reveille. The day’s itinerary was to be exploratory, given that we could not proceed
deeper into Oregon as planned. So David zeroed in on the
Thousand Creek Gorge, which provides the northeastern
drainage out of Virgin Valley and is the route for the Desert
Trail. We traveled on Hwy 140 around to the northern canyon opening and quickly gained a use trail to ascend into the

Volcanic tables dominate much of this landscape.

The Virgin Valley hot spring provided relief from the desert dust.

Our final morning broke clear, cool and calm. At 8:00
a.m. we started across the dry lake reservoir bed to
head to the top of Big Spring Butte, elevation 6,519 ft.,
a 1,000 ft.-foot climb from camp through basalt-rich
terrain. We hiked up and over a ridge to an intermediate bench that was covered with smooth cobbles and
pebbles that must have been the result of water action.
But no stream appeared to have flowed here for uncounted millennia. Was this the remains of some ice
age flood? Or an uplifted remnant? The mystery and
wonder of geologic time beckoned.
By 10:00 a.m. we were at the summit, back at the beginning of the end. One of our original goals, the plains
encompassing what’s known as the Hawksy Walksy,
was visible to the north, with a playa in the distance.
Was there water? Historical artifacts? Geologic wonders? The name’s enough to invite discovery. The rim
country rolled north, its vastness both enticing and enveloping, its mystery to wait for another day.
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by Michelle Bashin

W

hen it comes to dinner, who doesn’t get sick of eating the
same old thing all the time? If you’re like me, you’ve got a handful of
go-to meals you can throw together with at-least tolerable results. But
when it comes to camping, the repetition can become unbearable. The
wafting aroma of sautéed onions and Italian sausages from someone
else’s nearby Coleman stove puts me in a very bad mood as I contemplate my dinner of congealed pasta. But all is not lost! Enter the Camping Contessa Cooking Workshop…
Turns out that most of us have a camping meal or two that’s more or less edible and doesn’t require a lot of prep time. Last
September, Desert Survivors organized a workshop where members could show off their culinary chops and share cooking
tips with the rest of us. The six chefs included Neal Cassidy, Stacy Goss, Judy Kendall, Chuck McGinn, Karen Rusiniak and
Marisa Seaman.

Karen set a high bar for the rest of us with her Death Valley Sushi. To keep

prep time to a minimum, Karen makes the sushi rice at home and brings what she
needs in a cooler. Karen rarely camps with a stove so this method suits her perfectly. Her avocado and cucumber rolls were delicious and attractively plated on rock
platters she’d collected in Death Valley decades ago. Someone suggested serving
Pupfish nigiri as a nod to locally-sourced ingredients. Others found this wisecrack
to be in poor taste.

Judy experimented successfully
Except where noted, photos by Michelle Bashin

with a range of ingredients to create “Forbidden Rice”, a vegetarian and gluten-free
dish that is easily modifiable to suit a vegan
diet. Bright green soy beans and sun-dried
tomatoes contrast brightly with the black
rice. Bone broth powder adds rich flavor to
chewy grains.

When Neal Cassidy goes back packing, he likes nothing better than
Judy Kendall
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to use his own dried fruits and veggies. Using dehydrated soup as the base, he
punches up the flavor with peppers, onions, carrots, mushrooms and chilies fresh

from his food dryer. At the workshop, Neal set out a dozen tiny Dixie cups,
each filled with microscopic slivers of dehydrated vegetables for us to add to the
dehydrated soup of our choosing. The results were unique, and delicious. In local
supermarket Berkeley Bowl’s bulk food section you’ll find a variety of dry soups,
including black bean, split pea, corn chowder and lentil. They cook up nicely
with boiling water and are perfect for camping, as well as earthquakes, and other
natural disasters.

Chuck whipped up a mouth-

watering pork Chile Verde stew in less
than twenty minutes. On most camping
trips, he finds bringing a cooler to be a
bother. Instead, Chuck packs in a can or
two of Juanita’s Chile Verde and bulks
the up broth with vegetables requiring
Neal Cassidy
no refrigeration, like potatoes, carrots
and peppers. This satisfying meal for three will set you back less than a cappuccino costs at Starbucks. You’ll find Juanita’s Chile Verde in the Mexican section
of such fine culinary establishments as the 99¢ Store or Grocery Outlet.
Chuck McGinn

Ever the overachiever, Marisa prepared two versions of Chile Relleno,
one with canned chilies, the other with fresh ones she broiled and skinned at
home. Which one do you think tasted better? Nevertheless, the canned version actually tasted pretty good, especially if you didn’t have the real thing to
compare it to. Marisa’s recipe limits prep by omitting eggs entirely, leaving just
chiles and cheese. What’s not to like about that?

Stacy took the cake with her

Photo: Pinterest

Marisa Seaman

Dutch oven rendition of Pineapple
Upside Down Cake. It was golden, syrupy and delicious. She needed just 25
glowing briquettes to cook this yummy
dessert. One thing Stacy hates is
kitchen clean up. She has found a way
to avoid it entirely by lining the Dutch
oven with a disposable foil liner. After
flipping the finished cake onto a plate,
she peeled off any aluminum foil still
clinging to the cake, and she went away
with a clean oven. Brilliant!

S

Stacy Goss

urvivors who missed out will have an opportunity to take part in the
next Cooking Workshop at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) in September.
The Ideal

Recepies for these tasty camping dishes are on the following page.
The Survivor / Spring 2020
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Upgraded Juanita’s Pork Chile Verde
From the camp of Chuck McGinn

Juanita’s pork and green chile sauce comes fully cooked from the can, with a moderately spicy, but thin,
sauce. Add some potatoes, carrots or other leftovers to fill it out.
Chop onion and sauté in oil until soft. Cut potatoes and carrots
1 can of Juanita’s pork stew
into chunks so they cook faster. Pour contents of can into pot with
2 medium potatoes
sautéed onions. Add potatoes and carrots. Cover and cook on low
3 medium carrots
heat until vegetables are soft. Season to taste. Garnish with cilantro.
1 small onion (optional)*
Serve over rice or with tortillas if more carbs are desired.
*The onion is optional because sautéing requires an extra step, and who needs extra steps?

Death Valley Party Sushi
From the camp of Karen Rusiniak

Karen first concocted this dish on a 1990s backpack in Death Valley.
Assembled at home:
1 1/2 cups sushi rice
2 cups water
1/4 cup seasoned Gourmet rice vinegar
1/2 teaspoon salt
Assembled at camp:
Nori seaweed sheets
Sushi stuffings (avocado, baked teriyaki
tofu, cucumber)
Powdered wasabi, Soy sauce

Make the sushi rice at home before the trip: Rinse rice in cold water. Add water and bring to a boil uncovered. Reduce the heat and cook covered for another 15 minutes. Turn heat off and let rice sit covered for
15 minutes. Gently mix the vinegar and salt into the rice and refrigerate.
Bring a sushi mat along with your camp kitchen equipment: Add water and make a wasabi paste. Slice
avocado thinly. Peel and seed cucumber and slice thinly. Cover the bamboo mat in saran wrap or with a
Ziploc bag. Lay a sheet of nori on the mat, shiny side down. With wet fingers, spread 1/2 cup rice onto
nori. Place a few of the veggies in the center of the sheet. Roll sushi, pressing tightly on the mat for
a firm roll. Slice into 6 pieces. If knife gets sticky, dip in water. Repeat with remaining nori sheets and
vegetables. Find a flat “sushi rock” to show off your masterpiece and serve with soy sauce and wasabi.

Chile Relleno Casserole (without eggs)
From the camp of Marisa Seaman

27 oz. can whole green chiles,
mild, fire roasted, drained*
8-oz package grated Monterey
Jack Cheese with jalapeño (or plain)
16-oz jar salsa verde

Drain, pat dry chiles dry, and open flat. Spread a layer of chiles on the bottom of a lightly greased skillet. Sprinkle approximately ½ cup of cheese on
top. Layer chiles and cheese until all have been used. Pour salsa verde on
top. Cook over medium-low heat until cheese has melted and salsa is bubbly
hot. Serve hot with tortillas. Add cilantro, raw onion, or lemon to enhance

*Or use fresh roasted chiles prepared in advance and frozen until ready to use. To learn how to make:
https://mexicanfoodjournal.com/how-to-roast-and-clean-poblano-chiles/

Green Chiles

Forbidden Rice with Shitake Mushrooms and Sun-Dried Tomatoes
From the camp of Judy Kendall

Forbidden Rice (black rice) or rice ramen noodles
Shitake mushrooms (fresh or dried slices)
Zucchini, slices or edamame
Sun-dried tomatoes in oil
Bouillon, any type (bone broth is especially yummy)
Roasted garlic flakes, Pine nuts, Olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Chicken or bacon (optional)

Bring rice (1 part rice to 1 3/4 parts water) and bouillon to a boil uncovered. Reduce the heat and cook covered for another 20 minutes. Fluff
with a spoon. In a small bowl, immerse mushrooms in boiling water
and soak for 30 minutes. Brown pine nuts in a teaspoon on olive oil,
set aside and sprinkle with salt. Sauté sliced zucchini in a little olive oil.
Sprinkle with garlic flakes. Squeeze water from mushrooms and add
with tomatoes to zucchini. Fold mixture into rice and top with pine nuts.
Add meat if desired.

Pineapple Upside-Down Cake
1 box of Betty Crocker Pineapple
Upside Down cake mix, with included
Topping Mix and pineapple
2 tablespoons butter
2/3 cup water
1 egg
1 can of pineapple rings or bits
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From the camp of Stacy Goss

Ignite 25 charcoal briquettes at your campfire. Combine cake mix, water and
egg and stir for 3 minutes to make the batter. When the briquettes are ready,
arrange 12 of them under a Dutch Oven. Melt butter inside the oven. Sprinkle
Topping Mix over the melted butter. Cover this with drained canned pineapple
and with un-drained pineapple from Betty Crocker kit. Pour batter over the
pineapple and Topping Mix. Put the lid on the Dutch Oven and cover with the
remaining briquettes. Bake for 45+ minutes, or until done. Turn the pot upsidedown with the lid on to serve.

Dutch Oven

Photo:Barn Bane

The Persistent
Existence of
Mr. Bob
by Barb Bane

In March of 2018, Desert Survivors did a service weekend for
the Desert Tortoise Research Natural Area in California City,
CA. While we cleared a ton of Russian thistle and other nonnative plants on new land acquisitions, we didn’t see any tortoises
in that dry year. The following spring, however, I was fortunate
to get an up close visit with Mr. Bob, the patriarch desert tortoise
residing in luxurious captivity at Jawbone Station off of Highway
14 in the Mojave Desert.
Mr. Bob came to live at Jawbone in 1998 after a 100 year sojourn
with four generations of a Southern California family. He’s at
least 120 years old now, which makes him one of the oldest reptile residents of the Mojave. Desert tortoises can live 60-80 years
in the wild; longer in captivity under optimum conditions. Mr.
Bob’s digs are definitely optimum: a spacious fenced compound
with many living desert plants, a two story condo (burrow
below, shade structure above), and a daily veggie/fruit plate
plus native plants. Per his Station minders, his favorite foods are
strawberries and kale.

A wild tortoise chows down on the bulk of yearly food requirements with spring grasses, succulents, and wildflowers. Moisture
from the plants is stored as urine in its large bladder. As summer
and fall dry the vegetation, the tortoise eats less, but now draws
water from the increasingly viscous urine stockpile. Extreme
summer heat finds the tortoise in estivation, or dormancy, in a
temporary summer burrow that can range horizontally or downward to three-feet deep. By now its body chemistry is up to 50%
saltier than normal and body weight drops. During rare rain
events, tortoises will dig small hollows or ditches where they
can lie in the collected water, drinking and urinating to flush
themselves. This rehydration can increase their body weight by
as much as 40%.*
Home ranges may vary from 10-100 acres depending on the size
and sex of the tortoise. Large males have the largest ranges; more
sedentary females the smaller ranges. Tortoises are intimately acquainted with all the local landmarks, burrows, and food sources
within their ranges. Unfortunately, wild tortoise populations in
the Mojave are plummeting due to road construction, alternative
energy projects, military expansion, and OHV activity.
Desert tourists should resist the urge to “rescue” or make pets
of wild tortoises. Once “domesticated” or taken into captivity,
tortoises cannot be released back into the wild due to the spread
of diseases from the domesticated to native populations. Since
they may live for decades with proper diet and habitat, taking on
tortoises as pets is a long term duty. Very few will be able to live
as Mr. Bob has for the last century.

Photo:Barn Bane

Illustration: Wikimedia Commons

Relishing his strawberries on the day I visited, Bob graciously
paused long enough to greet me at his fence line. Plenty of personality there—he greets many of the Station visitors the same
way when he’s not underground below the condo. A stroke of
luck to see Bob as tortoises typically hibernate in an extensive
winter burrow for six-nine months a year in colder months and
emerge at night or early morning in summer months.

Mr. Bob

Mr. Bob’s residence at BLM Jawbone Station.

Tortoise Fact: Tortoises are unique among vertebrates in that the
pectoral and pelvic girdles are inside the ribcage rather than outside.

*References: Darlington, D. 1996. The Mojave. Henry Holt and Company, Inc. NY,
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Photo: Idaho Rangeland Resource Commission

Above photo: An Idaho wolf pack.
Wolves were reintroduced to the
lower-48 states beginning in 1995.

Trip Report by

David Oline
The restoration of wolves to habitat from which they had previously been extirpated is a rare success story for conservation. So
often, one can do little else other than monitor population declines and watch habitat be lost. Upon their reintroduction to the
lower-48 states, wolf populations have flourished and expanded
rapidly, and the wanderings of GPS-collared individuals into new
territory have made headlines and feature stories. In 2011, a wolf
identified as OR-7 became the first to cross into California and
made a long detour south where it briefly crossed US-395 north
of Susanville, very near several areas where I have taken Desert
Survivors trips in recent years. Being the first, it never found a
mate and eventually returned to Oregon to found a pack. A few
years later, other wolves from Oregon founded the Shasta Pack,
the first in California. In 2016, a lone wolf reached Nevada—with
video footage being confirmed by genetic evidence from scat. It
was found fairly high up on Fox Mountain, clearly heading for
the forested areas near the summit plateau. None have been seen
since—but most of the Shasta Pack are not radio collared, and in
this empty country a chance sighting is not very likely.

Photo: N. Blake

Nevada Hwy 447 is a long lonely route connecting Cedarville
to Gerlach, and is probably more familiar to Burning Man par-

Trip participants on one of the day hikes.
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Photo: California Fish &
Wildlife

Left photo: A wolf of the Shasta
Pack taken with a wildlife cam in
2015. Genetic testing of the Fox
Mountain wolf ’s scat linked him to
this California pack.

ticipants than to most Desert Survivors. Visible along this route
is a looming mountain set back from the road and bristling with
antennae. It looks both very high and has the unmistakable hint
of green on its uppermost slopes—Fox Mountain. There is a pretty good road leading to the radio towers as well, and we would
drive almost all the way up as we planned to camp in a small plateau just below the summit. When scouting the trip a month earlier, lingering snow packs near the top had blocked the last mile,
but they were gone now. To get to our campsite, just below the
peak, we had one brief downhill with a bank of snow about halfway across the road which created muddy rivulets of meltwater.
Though I had some concern about getting back up this section, two
days of warm
weather meant
the snow was
almost
gone.
by the time we
headed
out.

Photo: David Oline

The Wolf of
Fox Mountain

Right photo: This
northern flicker
provided entertainment for the
campers.

Fox Mountain is topped with a fairly extensive forest. There is a
large rolling plateau area that connects it to the Granite Range to
the south. What’s interesting about this forest is that it is almost
entirely mahogany. The only other trees there are aspens, which
exist in a few large stands on the plateau. Here we found a wonderful campsite in a grove of aspen, exactly what I was hoping
for when I first saw the little spur roads heading off into the trees
from Google Earth. With only three vehicles, we pulled off into
the grass in what was clearly a regularly used hunting camp. In
addition to the usual fire rings, stacks of wood, and junk such as
a rusting barbeque, there was a massive tile-topped table in solid
enough condition to form the heart of our camp when covered
with a tablecloth. It must have taken quite some doing to bring
such a large and heavy table up here, and doubtless a very large
truck.

Left photo:
Some of
the equine
inhabitants of Fox
Mountain.
Photo: Craig King

Photo: David Oline

The trip participants came upon a memorial for two
hunters who must have really loved this place.

We finished out the hike in the rain, walking back on roads that
It was early in the season, with the leaves just starting to bud out
led through blooms of yellow balsamroot flowers. On the final
of the aspens, so our grove had that in-between look—still winstretch back to camp, there were several springs, and some imtry, with bare limbs, but just enough green to give it some fresh
poundments, including a curious situation. In a deep culvertcolor. The wonderful treat that I wasn’t expecting at our camp
lined hole giving access to a water valve, there were half a dozen
were the birds—everywhere, flying back and forth through camp
trapped frogs unable to get out. The hole was covered, though
and noisy, clearly excited about and ready for spring. After setthey had managed to slip in somehow, probably attracted by watling into camp, we started seeing exactly where the birds were
ter. We had our doubts about our ability to climb out if we went
coming from. Almost every tree had a hole in it where a head
down to rescue them. The best we could do was to rig up a ladder
would emerge before fluttering out, and into which it would reof branches and sticks that so they could hopefully escape.
turn in short order. Our presence didn’t bother them in the least.
It seemed like they were far too busy, so we could sit in our camp
On our last day, we had a wonderful sunny hike through a herd
chairs and monitor nests in a tree only six feet away. Many of
of wild horses, which were not very shy. We watched them for a
the holes were occupied by northern flickers, and it was fascinatwhile, taking photos, including one of Marc Eldridge with the
ing to watch the swallows harass them by flyiing up just outside
herd in the background that accompanied his article on wild
the entrance and hover briefly, as if checking out whether anyone
horses for the last issue of The Survivor. The stallions would ocwas home. Perhaps the flickers had gotten there first, or were just
casionally stamp and snort a little, but never really did more than
bigger and tougher. Although the swallows never seemed to give
just watch us. We ended up hiking through some green meadows
up, we never saw any successfully take a nesting hole. Because
out to the edge of the canyon of the middle fork of Negro Creek
the larger forest was all mahogany, the few small groves of aswhich, like most of the creeks in this area, drains to the Black Rock
pen made up the only viable sites for cavity nesters, and it looked
Playa. Here we had the canyon below us, and the peak above us
like there was intense competition for nest sites. It concentrated
in the background, and wonderful views of the snow-capped and
all the species of birds right around our camp. Observing their
forested Granite Range to the south. Perhaps the wolf saw this
activities and antics was one of
same view and went further south to investigate, though
Photo: David Oline
the highlights of the trip—one of
without a radio collar we don’t know. Maybe this wolf
those surprises you never would
decided not to, as it likely had already been wandering
have been able to predict.
for a long time and was very far from home. Sometimes
I feel this way myself, reaching a viewpoint at the end of
Our hikes radiated from the
a Desert Survivors trip—there is always someplace furcamp—up the road to the sumther, someplace more distant you can see that attracts
mit and the radio towers on the
you and tries to draw you onward. But at some point we
first day. The second day a big
have to return home, leaving those places just beyond to
loop around the forested plateau.
inspire another trip.
On the last day a walk through
a herd of wild horses and sageNo, we didn’t see any wolves, nor did we really expect to.
brush out to the edge of a canyon
One could imagine the wolf exploring this forested plafor the views. At one point we
teau, checking it out, and ultimately deciding to head out
stumbled across two unique mein the hopes of finding better. For wide-ranging animals
morial plaques. No trails led to The trip goers came accross theses tiny frogs that like wolves, the plateau is relatively small, and it doesn’t
it, it was just there on what was appeared to be trapped in an irrigation culvert. really provide enough prey to support a pack. It is a lesa natural route along the ridge. The names of hunters were inson, though, in how widely and extensively wolves roam, even if
scribed on the plaques with an image of a large-antlered buck.
only rarely. This is undoubtedly a big factor in their success folPerhaps these were some of the people that had hauled up the
lowing reintroduction—the instinct to explore widely, take risks,
table to what clearly was their regular camp. One could imagine
and ultimately to find and colonize any suitable habitat even if it’s
them hiking out to this point and spending countless hours here
far away. Will it take another hundred years before another wolf
during hunting season scanning the horizon.
roams across Fox Mountain? Time will tell.
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Photo: Marisa Seaman

Photo: Craig King

Right photo:
A spellbinding view in
Saguaro
National
Park.

Photo: Stacy Goss

Photo: Mike Wells

Bill Knox and plethora of petroglyphs in the Sonora Desert.

The End of Oregon car camp, September 2019.
Above photo:
Our information
table at the 25th
Anniversary
of the Desert
Protection Act
celebration in
Death Valley.
Left photo:
Desert Survivors
volunteers dig
post holes for a
vehicle barricade
in Joshua Tree
National Park on
a January 2020
service trip.

Photo: Craig King

Photos: Stacy Goss

Photo: Stacy Goss

Left photo:
Julia Sizek
and the food
she brought on
the Lonesome
Miner Trail
backpack. She
ate nearly all
of it during
the hike.

It is not easy navigating a slot canyon.
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An abandoned bulldozer at Keynot
Mine in the Inyos.
An ancient grinding stone along the Lonesome Miner Trail.

Photos From Our
Trips & Events

Right photo:
Karen Rusiniak
and her bivouac
at the Shoshone,
CA Sierra Club
Desert Committee meeting,
February 2020.

Photo: Stacy Goss

Photo: N. Blake

Right photo: Barb Bane and
woman’s best friend on the El
Camino Diablo car camp.

Above photo: Setting a tree branch
into the culvert
so trapped frogs
might escape.
Photo: Stacy Goss

Above photo: As high as an
elephant’s eye—Craig King and
a Mastadon sculpture in Borrego Springs.

Photo: Mike Wells

Photo: Courtesy of Craig King

Photo: Craig King

Photo: Michelle Bashin

Marisa Seaman
cooking up breakfast on the Saguaro
National Park
car camp,
October 2019.

Lonesome Miner Trail backpackers, Ocotober 2019

Photo: Mike Wells

Photo: Martina Konietzny

The feast at our Annual General Meeting retreat, Ocotober 2019.

Groundhog Day party February 2020.

After a long day of hiking, a relaxing dip in a desert hot spring.
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Desert Survivors Membership Form
Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
You can join or renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in
with a check to the address shown below.
Name (req’d) _____________________________________________________________
Street Address (req’d) ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code (req’d)__________________________________________________
Phone number: ___________________________________________________________
E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________
I want to join or renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):
____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote
_____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000-Bighorn

Desert Survivors • P O Box 20991, Oakland, CA 94620-0991
A warning to motorists heading into in the White Mountains.

